
Video Questions- “Advanced Broadcast CAMERA TECHNIQUES” 
 

Name-KEY   Per-_________  Date-__________ 

 

1. According to John Cooksey, award winning or “Black Belt” Videographers know they can never 
  stop learning they always have something else to learn. 
 

2. Just having the latest, greatest piece of equipment doesn’t guarantee good videos... instead  
 you should focus on the camera work, telling the story. 

 
*3. Briefly describe each of the five main camera positions discussed in this video. 
 Pos. 1- ground level 

 Pos. 2- waist level 

 Pos. 3- under arm 

 Pos. 4- on shoulder 

 Pos. 5-over head 
 

*4. Describe each letter of the “WALLDO” technique, (for remembering good shots to use.) 
 W-- wide 

 A-- angled 

 L-- low 

 L-- linking 

 D-- depth 

 O--opposite 
 

5. What are the three basic elements to the formula of creating your OWN Advanced Camera  
 Techniques for your shots? 

 1.-_Your story idea 
 2.- Creative angles (WALLDO) 

 3.- Camera positions #1-5 

 
6. Creative Backlight Shots are usually done using camera positions 1, 2 and 3, and  
 creative formats wide, angled and low.  

 
*7.  Reflection Shots fall into two creative formats, opposite and linking plus they add extra 

dimension and depth to your camera work. 
 
*8. The Walk Out of Frame Shot is important because it’s not just a shot, it’s also a transition. 

 
         

 
 
 

 
 

OVER for questions #9-15 ---> 



9. The Door Frame Shot  is not made to replace the regular shot, but to be used in conjunction with 
 it to add a more 3 dimensional image to your 2 dimensional television screen. 

 
*10. To practice Rack Focusing, put your background way in the distance, zoom in tight, get your 

  shot, and use your focus ring to go back and forth between the background and the 
   foreground. 
 

*11. Point of View Shots are shots where the camera takes on the perspective of the subject. 
 Point of View Shots fall into the opposite category of WALLDO. 
 Point of View Shots are most effective when used between standard shots of  

 your subject. 
 

12. In Chapter 14... testing your skills... count how many different shots, (or cuts) are made in the 
  short 30 second piece. I counted 15 different shots. 
 

*13. In order to really pick up video techniques when watching television, the secret is to have a  
 pen or pencil and a notepad on hand, be willing to detach yourself from the story. 

 
*14. A good video director or editor will make a story so that you get caught up in it and you do  
 not notice the cuts and you do not notice the different camera techniques. (And that’s good.) 

 
15. What is your favorite shot, used in the short 30 second video sequence? Student answers will 

vary.    WHY? Student answers will vary. 

 


